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Abstract—The German Federal Office for Information Security
(BSI) provides a guideline for IT forensics that describes the
basic procedure for IT forensic investigations. With the devel-
opment of autonomous vehicles and new innovative ecosystems
such as Gaia-X, new mobility options will emerge, leading to
new scenarios that require forensic investigation. Therefore, a
forensic approach must be investigated to improve and create a
comprehensive and adaptable guide for Gaia-X and autonomous
mobility. A thorough analysis of the operational environment and
threats is necessary. This approach examines two future forensic
scenarios based on BSI guidelines and suggests a cloud-related
preliminary measure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous driving is becoming increasingly essential and
represents the future of mobility [1]. This technological revo-
lution requires enormous data to ensure safety, efficiency and
comfort [2]. This data could come from the Gaia-X ecosystem,
an initiative to create a robust, secure and trustworthy data in-
frastructure for Europe [3]. Such data infrastructure builds the
basis for developing novel mobility applications [4]. With the
introduction of new autonomous functionalities of vehicles and
the innovative operating environment, it is essential to maintain
forensic analysis and security. Digital forensics is crucial to
ensure that a quick and effective response is possible after
security incidents or technical problems. Integrating advanced
forensic methods into the autonomous vehicle ecosystem will
play a crucial role in ensuring the resilience and reliability of
these new technologies.

We have identified two possible forensic scenarios in the
field of autonomous mobility that may arise with the intro-
duction of autonomous driving technology. The first malicious
scenario is manipulating the vehicle’s control unit, which is
responsible for activating autonomous driving. This manip-
ulation also aims to enable autonomous driving when it is
not allowed. The second scenario is a Distributed Denial-
of-Service (DDoS) attack, interrupting vehicle and technical
supervisor communication. Vehicles are then not allowed to
drive autonomously, and a person needs to take control of
the vehicle to enter a safe state. This can cause severe traffic
jams[5]. We aim to evaluate these scenarios using current
methods and analyze how a federated data infrastructure like
Gaia-X can assist in the forensic investigation. Once we
have defined the required investigations for two scenarios, we

suggest a general procedure based on the guidelines provided
by the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI).
It is crucial to acknowledge that process models are not rigid
constructs but adaptive frameworks that can be adjusted to
meet changing requirements. The rest of this paper is organised
as follows. Section II describes the necessary background
knowledge of the work. Section III explains digital forensics
methods. Section IV performs a threat analysis for autonomous
vehicles. Section V discusses malicious scenarios, their impact
on autonomous systems and describes their forensic investiga-
tion. Section VI extends the forensic process and adapts the
new possibilities provided by Gaia-X. Section VII summarises
the results, discusses the applicability of the BSI guidelines,
and provides an outlook on future research.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Gaia-X

Gaia-X is an initiative to build a federated and secure data
infrastructure to promote data sovereignty and interoperability.
It is a collaborative effort to create a transparent and open
ecosystem where data and services can be shared safely while
respecting all stakeholders’ autonomy and data sovereignty.
This is achieved by developing data spaces, which are digital
representations of different sectors, like healthcare, agriculture
or mobility sectors, allowing multiple actors to exchange
data with each other [6]. The architecture is built on three
fundamental principles: federation, decentralisation and open-
ness [7]. The federated approach allows different entities to
interact within the ecosystem while retaining their autonomy.
Decentralisation ensures operations without central control,
promoting scalability and flexibility. The open architecture
makes all aspects of Gaia-X visible and accessible. An essen-
tial aspect of Gaia-X is its Federation Services, which provide
the basic framework for interaction within the ecosystem.
These services include identity and trust management to ensure
secure and authenticated participant engagement. An essential
Federated Service is the Federated Catalogue. The Federated
Catalogue is designed to help consumers find the most suitable
data provider or services and keep track of relevant changes
to those offers [7]. Providers register self-descriptions with
universally resolvable identifiers to make them public in a
Catalogue. The Catalogue then creates an internal represen-
tation of a knowledge graph using the linked data of the
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self-descriptions that have been registered and are accessible
[7]. This enables interfaces that enable users to query, search
and filter service offerings. The Trust Framework is central
to Gaia-X and embeds security and compliance to ensure all
participants can operate in a secure digital environment [7].
Within the trust framework, a trust anchor acts as an authority
that issues digital identities and is a central point of trust. It
verifies that people are who they claim to be [8]. Participants
who possess identities are natural persons, legal entities, and
devices [3]. Identities are implemented through the Self-
Sovereign Identity (SSI) concept. This feature empowers users
to manage their digital identities and credentials autonomously
without depending on centralised services [3]. The individual
SSI wallet securely stores identity data, enabling direct and
secure exchange without intermediaries.

B. Autonomous Driving

The SAE standard J3016 classifies autonomous vehicles
according to their level of automation in road traffic [9]. The
spectrum ranges from Level 0, which has no automation,
to Level 5, which has full automation. Level 4, called high
automation, does not require human intervention but only
works under certain conditions. In Germany, a special law
regulating Level 4 self-driving vehicles [5] [10]. This law
defines specific operating areas and describes the conditions
to be met to allow for autonomous control of vehicles. Based
on this law, Mercedes-Benz has been approved for Level 4
autonomous parking, called the Intelligent Park Pilot, for seven
of its models. This enables vehicles to drive autonomously
only in multi-storey car parks [11].

C. Operational Domain Design

Autonomous driving systems are designed to operate un-
der specific conditions. Operational Design Domain (ODD)
models these specific conditions, including environmental,
geographic and time-of-day constraints, and necessary traffic
or roadway features [12]. The standard from BSI PAS1883
provides a detailed taxonomy for defining ODDs, aiming to se-
cure implementation and communication between stakeholders
such as manufacturers, regulators and service providers [12].

D. Technical supervisor

The technical supervisor for autonomous driving functions
is defined in detail for the German law for highly automated
driving [5]. The supervisor is a person who monitors the ve-
hicle remotely, not continuously but based on specific events.
This person is responsible for assessing and approving driving
manoeuvres in critical situations, communicating with occu-
pants and other road users during emergencies and utilizing
technical systems to monitor and control the vehicle. As a part
of the technical supervision of autonomous vehicles, specific
data must be stored and monitored to ensure that the vehicle
complies with technical and organizational requirements. This
data includes the unique vehicle identification number, position
data to track the geographic location, especially during critical
events, the number of times the autonomous driving function

is activated and deactivated and the time of use. Additionally,
data on the times when alternative driving manoeuvres are
enabled, and system monitoring data such as software status,
environmental and weather conditions, networking parameters,
the status of the safety systems, and vehicle acceleration in
longitudinal and lateral directions must be recorded. This
data is essential for monitoring and evaluating the vehicle’s
performance, operational safety and system reliability.

III. DIGITAL FORENSICS

The ”IT Forensics Guide” [13] offers a comprehensive
framework for conducting IT forensic investigations. It out-
lines the step-by-step procedures for collecting and analysing
digital evidence to resolve incidents. The guide covers strategic
planning, operational measures, data collection, investigation,
analysis and documentation. It is designed to be a practical
model that can be used without specific software. The guide
emphasises the importance of strategic preparation and data
protection and is an essential reference for various forensic
scenarios [13]. Closely related to challenges in the forensics
of autonomous mobility, Schlepphorst et al. provide a detailed
overview of methods that can be used for, e.g. Infrastructure
as a Service, Platform as a Service and Software as a Service.
The study defines evaluation criteria and compares digital
forensics approaches, highlighting existing gaps and future
requirements. It discusses the challenges of cloud forensics,
such as collecting and analysing evidence across different
cloud service models and suggests future research directions
[14]. Du et al. provide an in-depth analysis of digital forensic
process models. In their study, they discuss the evolution
and categorisation of these models and the shift towards
cloud-based evidence processing, which is referred to as
Digital Forensics as a Service. The study overviews traditional
and modern forensic models and highlights the benefits and
challenges of integrating cloud forensics into practice [15].
Perumal et al. proposed a digital forensic investigation model
for the Internet of Things (IoT) environment. The model was
developed to address the challenges of digital forensics in IoT,
such as the high number of interconnected devices and the
complexity of the data they generate. The proposed model
aims to simplify the forensic process from identification to
evidence preservation and ensure effective handling of volatile
data within IoT environments [16].

IV. THREAT ANALYSIS

Baig et al. [17] categorize the threats to autonomous driving
into five groups: physical threats, interception threats, abuse
threats, malicious code and data threats. Physical threats refer
to direct physical interventions or attacks on the vehicle or its
components. Interception threats are attacks against internally
transmitted data between ECUs, vehicles and the cloud, such
as man-in-the-middle attacks. Abuse threats can include tra-
ditional attacks, such as Denial of Service. Malicious code
can be executed in integrated infotainment systems. Data
threats concern the information stored in the intelligent vehicle
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network, including information loss from a connected cloud
and privacy infringement when reselling the vehicle.

In our case, we want to examine scenarios in the category
of physical threats and threats of abuse. There are ways to
manipulate your vehicle for financial gain, such as manipu-
lating the odometer [18]. As vehicles become more advanced
and connected to the outside world, exposing them to DDoS
attacks may become profitable. In Germany, autonomous ve-
hicles at Level 4 must continuously connect to a technical
supervisor to drive autonomously [5]. If this requirement is
not met, the vehicle cannot drive autonomously, and the in-
vehicle person must take control of the vehicle. In Level
5 autonomous vehicles, where there is no steering wheel,
the control cannot be handed over to the in-vehicle person,
resulting in an emergency stop and the vehicle’s malfunction.

V. MALICIOUS SCENARIOS

We handle forensic processing by identifying two scenarios
that have resulted from previous threat analysis [17]. These
guidelines serve as our framework for conducting a proper
and thorough investigation. Our goal is to identify recurring
patterns and issues through a comprehensive analysis. Based
on the knowledge and experiences gained in such analyses, a
general procedure for forensics can be developed.

For the first malicious scenario, we manipulate a control
unit in the vehicle. We assume that sensor values are ignored
during assessing the operating environment. Ignoring sensor
values indicating, e.g., heavy rain or dense traffic, enables
autonomous driving in situations where it is actually not
permitted according to the authorisation.

In the second scenario, we investigate an incident where a
vehicle has fallen victim to a DDoS attack. A DDoS attack
occurs when several devices flood the target device with
many requests, making it unavailable. DDoS attacks are often
carried out by botnets consisting of many infected devices
that simultaneously send requests to the victim. For instance,
in 2022, Google successfully defended itself against a DDoS
attack with 398 million requests per second [19]. Cloudflare
was attacked by the Mantis botnet, which consisted of 5,000
bots and generated 26 million requests per second [20]. This
flood of requests to vehicles could lead to a breakdown in
communication, which is problematic for autonomous driving
as the German Level 4 law requires uninterrupted communi-
cation with the technical supervisor [5].

A. Investigation Process

Our investigation follows the IT Forensics Guidelines estab-
lished by the BSI [13], as illustrated in Figure 1. An incident
investigation can be divided into two phases. The first phase is
strategic preparation, which occurs before an incident occurs.
During this preparation, measures are taken to facilitate a sub-
sequent forensic investigation. This includes setting up logging
mechanisms and defining a list of suitable tools. If an incident
is identified, the second phase of the investigation begins
with operational preparation. This involves identifying affected
systems and data sources. During the data collection phase,

suitable tools are chosen from the predefined list to secure the
data from the identified sources. The collected data is analysed
in the investigation phase to extract relevant information. This
includes converting the data into usable formats for thorough
analysis and identifying patterns or anomalies that indicate
security incidents. In the analysis phase, data from different
sources is correlated to establish associations, and additional
data sources that require further analysis are identified. The
measures taken must be meticulously documented in all these
phases to ensure traceable results. This documentation is
finalised in the documentation phase, and a results log is
created from the preliminary documentation.

Figure 1: Forensic investigation procedure according to BSI
guidelines

B. Sensor Manipulation

A vehicle owner, whose vehicle is designed to only
operate autonomously in certain weather conditions, tampered
with the vehicle’s internal control units to misinterpret the
sensors and enable autonomous driving in unsuitable weather
conditions. As a result, an incident occurs. Figure 2 shows
the sequence of events in this scenario.

Figure 2: The procedure of the scenario: Sensor Manipulation

1) Strategic Preparation: In strategic preparation, some
guidelines have been issued to oblige manufacturers to collect
specific vehicle data and make it available for investigation.
EU Regulation 2019/2144 sets guidelines for a standard-
ised approach to in-vehicle data recording [21]. The con-
cept includes the event-related data recording of important,
anonymised vehicle data in the event of a collision. The Event
Data Recorder (EDR) records relevant data such as speed,
acceleration, braking behaviour and other vehicle-related in-
formation. Data recording occurs in a closed system where
the data is overwritten, and no vehicle or owner identifica-
tion is possible. According to the UN Regulations for the
Approval of Vehicles with Automatic Lane Keeping Systems
(ALKS), specific requirements are set for the Data Storage
System for Automated Driving (DSSAD) [22]. The DSSAD
records essential events such as automated driving system
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activation and deactivation, overrides, emergency manoeuvres
and collisions. Specific data such as timestamps, reasons
for the event and the corresponding ALKS software version
are recorded. The recorded data must be available following
national and regional laws. The European Union mandates
that the Event Data Recorder must be accessible through
the On-Board-Diagnostic II (ODB-II) port. However, there is
no designated interface for the DSSADS. The manufacturers
must use a standardised communication interface and provide
instructions on retrieving this data. In addition to the interfaces
for data acquisition systems, other protocols can also be
relevant for investigations. A popular communication protocol
used in modern vehicles is Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS).
This protocol facilitates communication between the vehicle’s
control units and a diagnostic device. It can be used to retrieve
data from Electronic Control Units (ECUs) [23]. To record the
communication between ECUs, the ODB-II can be used [24].
In the Gaia-X ecosystem, the Federated Catalogue can be used
as an additional tool to request data. The Catalogue provides
the data providers that match the description in the query.
In an automated query to the providers, the data exchange is
initiated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Architecture for the prevention of DDoS attacks

The strategic preparation leads to a list of tools that can be
used for data collection in forensic investigations. The list is
illustrated in Table I.

TABLE I: List of tools for extracting data from incidents
involving vehicles

Category Data Extraction Methods

EDR Anonymised vehicle data
example: speed, braking ODB-II

DSSAD
Events in automated Driving
example: autonomous driving
switched off

Manufacturer
instructions

Diagnostic Data Error Codes, ECU Software,
Hashes UDS

Communication Messages between components ODB-II

Data Provider Weather, real time traffic,
Roadside Unit data Federated Catalouge

2) Forensic Investigation: Sensor manipulation can be sus-
pected in different situations, such as standard maintenance

or coincidentally. We focus on a vehicle which was involved
in an accident. Initially, there is no evidence of tampering.
However, the vehicle is identified as the primary relevant sys-
tem during operational preparation. The vehicle control units
that manage sensors for autonomous driving and the CAN
communication channel are considered important sources of
information. Weather data providers are also crucial as weather
conditions affect autonomous driving. Additionally, technical
control centres that the autonomous vehicle communicates
with can provide valuable data for the investigation.

The vehicle’s communication is recorded using OBD
II as part of the data collection. UDS is used to secure
the software and software hash of control units crucial for
autonomous driving. Additionally, EDR and DSSAD data are
also backed up. The Gaia-X Catalogue requests data from
weather service providers and technical supervisors. Suitable
Python scripts for statistical data processing and correlation
recognition are selected during the data investigation phase.
During the analysis of the DSSAD data, it was found that
the autonomous driving function of the vehicle was activated.
However, weather data for the region indicated dense fog,
which should have prompted the vehicle to relinquish
responsibility. The technical supervisor did not receive a
request to take control of the driving manoeuvres. However,
other vehicles of the same model in the area reported to the
supervisor that autonomous driving was impossible due to
fog. This data correlation suggests that some manipulation
might have been involved. The manufacturer’s original
software can be compared with the downloaded software.
This comparison reveals that the control unit software has
been tampered with. Communication data indicates that the
sensors are providing accurate values. However, control units
have been overwritten to ignore these sensor values to such an
extent that the autonomous functions are not being switched
off.

C. DDoS Attack

In this scenario, we assume that multiple vehicles
are attacked to disable them and disrupt city traffic by
deliberately paralysing vehicles. According to the German
regulation on the operation of motor vehicles with automated
and autonomous driving functions, a central, Secure Electronic
Control Unit (SECU) must be used for data transmission
[25]. The SECU constitutes a single point of failure. A fully
autonomous vehicle is stranded in traffic if communication
with the outside world fails. Some projects, such as TransID,
deal with such emergencies and want to create the necessary
functionalities so autonomous vehicles can clear the way on
their own [26]. In this malicious scenario, we assume that the
evasion options have been exhausted.

1) Strategic Preparation: IP whitelists are used in network
engineering to mitigate DDoS attacks by only processing
requests from known IP addresses and ignoring requests
from unknown addresses [27]. To protect against potential
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attacks, we define measures to ensure that only compliant
requests are processed within the Gaia-X ecosystem. Only
requests from participants with a digital identity verified by a
Gaia-X trust anchor are processed [3]. We use cloud agents
to filter requests and verify their identity before forwarding
them to our autonomous vehicle. In addition, all requests are
logged for further analysis. The architecture of this process is
illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Architecture for the prevention of DDoS attacks

2) Forensic Investigation: The symptoms that require
forensic investigation are autonomous vehicles that get into an
emergency and come to a standstill due to DDoS attacks. An
external attack is likely responsible if multiple vehicles within
a small area experience a similar emergency. The cloud agents
are identified as the relevant systems during the strategic
preparation. These agents’ log files are requested as part of
the data collection process. In the data research phase, suitable
Python scripts enable statistical data processing and correlation
detection. In our scenario, we analyzed the data and found
that the identities of the requests were involved in several
attacks on vehicles. The traceability of digital identities makes
it possible to identify offenders.

VI. FORENSIC PROCESS FOR GAIA-X SERVICES

After identifying potential threats and the possibility of
automated data retrieval in Gaia-X, we have expanded the
forensic process of BSI guidelines for incidents involving
autonomous vehicles, illustrated in the Figure 5. In addition,
we have established abstract procedures that are generally
applicable for each step.

Figure 5: Architecture for the prevention of DDoS attacks

A. Strategic Preparation

A comprehensive list of standardized tools for strategic pre-
paredness during autonomous vehicle incidents can be defined
based on EU and UN guidelines [22] [21]. The federated Gaia-
X services offer universal tools to support this process. The
Gaia-X Catalogue can be used as a basis for data queries,
eliminating the need to screen data providers beforehand.
Interfaces with the data providers are also defined and can
be found flexibly via the Catalogue during investigations.
Moreover, software solutions can be developed to check data
in real-time for anomalies and detect early symptoms. These
solutions can be connected to the Catalogue to collect data
automatically.

B. Operational Preparation

As part of operational preparation, tools necessary for future
forensic processes are identified. We have previously deter-
mined that the Federated Catalogue can be used as a general
tool for identifying and querying data sources, including the
technical supervisor.

C. Data Collection

Data collection is possible through two different methods:
manual and automatic. Manual data collection is extracted
from sources using traditional methods after an incident, and
the case is forensically investigated. Alternatively, specific
approaches can be defined in strategic preparation to monitor
data for symptoms continuously. These approaches directly
communicate with the data sources in the Gaia-X ecosystem
and can request the precise data required.

D. Investigation

Automated data collection assumes that only pertinent in-
formation is requested for the investigation. This procedure
is based on predefined parameters and filters employed to
collect only the specific data needed for a specific analysis
or investigation. This process can eliminate the need for an
investigation phase as long as there are no systems to be
examined using traditional forensic methods.

E. Analysis

In many cases, additional analysis of individual test results
is necessary. This phase remains unchanged from the phase
outlined in the BSI guidelines. However, the volume of data
is increasing, which is why we suggest developing AI methods
capable of handling these large amounts of data.

F. Documentation

Accurate documentation of individual work steps is crucial
in forensic investigations. With the advancement of automa-
tion in forensics, maintaining transparency and traceability of
processes has become even more vital. The final report of such
an investigation should contain the results and answer all the
forensic questions, including what, where, when, how, who
and what countermeasures were taken.
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Based on the defined scenarios, we have concluded that
the abstract approach of BSI is still valid. However, we
have identified variations and ramifications that need to be
addressed. We have presented that the core elements of Gaia-
X can expedite forensic investigation and simplify offender
analysis. Nonetheless, Gaia-X and the autonomous system are
dynamic and flexible systems continuously evolving, making
it challenging to define a standardized approach. It is crucial
to acknowledge that process models are not rigid constructs
but adaptive frameworks that can be adjusted to meet changing
requirements. The abstract approach and the example scenarios
provide guidance and a fundamental structure for the forensic
approach in the mobility domain of Gaia-X to ensure effective
results in forensic investigations. For future work, it is nec-
essary to simulate the environment and establish a practical
connection with Gaia-X as soon as it becomes functional.
Additionally, the approach of DDOS defense via cloud agents
must be implemented, and the feasibility of this method should
be evaluated to determine its actual improvement.
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